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Abstract
Estimation of pre-pregnancy weight is difficult because measurements taken before pregnancy
are rarely available. No studies have compared various ‘proxy’ measures using recalled weight or
based on early pregnancy weight with actual measurements of pre-pregnancy weight. The
Southampton Women’s Survey recruited women during 1998–2002 who were not pregnant.
Data on 198 women with an estimated date of conception within 3 months of recruitment were
analysed. Three proxy measures were considered: (1) recalled pre-pregnancy weight obtained
during early pregnancy, (2) measured weight in early pregnancy and (3) estimated pre-pregnancy weight using a published model. Mean (standard deviation) recalled weight was 1.65
(3.03) kg lighter than measured pre-pregnancy weight, while early pregnancy weight and
weights from the published model were 0.88 (2.34) and 0.88 (2.33) kg heavier, respectively.
The Bland–Altman limits of agreement for recalled weight were −7.59 to 4.29 kg, wider than
those for the early pregnancy weight: −3.71 to 5.47 kg and the published model: −3.68 to
5.45 kg. For estimating pre-pregnancy weight, we recommend subtraction of 0.88 kg from early
pregnancy weight or the published model, or addition of 1.65 kg to recalled weight. Estimates of
pre-pregnancy body mass index and gestational weight gain categories were very similar when
using early pregnancy and published model weights, but they differed from those using recalled
weight. Our findings indicate that calculations of first trimester weight gain using recalled
weight must be treated cautiously, and a measured weight in early pregnancy provides a more
precise assessment of pre-pregnancy weight than recalled weight.
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As prevalence rates of overweight and obesity have risen, there has been an increasing focus on
maternal pre-pregnancy overweight and obesity and excessive gestational weight gain (GWG) in
relation both to the effects on women themselves and their children.1,2 Clinically, there is concern about women entering pregnancy affected by overweight or obesity, not least in relation to
the associated risks of gestational diabetes and poor birth outcomes.1 Many cohort studies and
trials have assessed pre-pregnancy body composition and GWG and related them to outcomes
in women, such as gestational diabetes and weight retention, birth outcomes, and childhood
health, body composition, temperament, mental health and educational attainment.3–16
Additionally, influences on GWG itself have been investigated, and interventions conducted
to try to reduce it.17–20
In 1990, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) produced guidelines for weight gain during pregnancy,21 with the recommended amount of weight gain varying according to pre-pregnancy
body mass index (BMI). These guidelines were revised in 200922 and are used widely in clinical
practice and research for categorising GWG as inadequate, adequate or excessive. The 1990
guidelines included guidance on assessment of GWG and recommended that pre-pregnancy
weight is best determined from a weight measured at a recent preconceptional visit and that
self-reported pre-pregnancy weights must be evaluated for plausibility and discarded if they
are suspect. In the 2009 revision, it was noted that a pre-pregnancy measure was the ideal
but that, practically, pre-pregnancy weight should be recalled at the first prenatal visit using
a standardised question. In reality, a measured pre-pregnancy weight is rarely available and,
furthermore, a measured weight obtained too long before conception may differ from the woman’s actual weight in the periconceptional period. Clinically, most women are not weighed until
already pregnant, and most research studies recruit participants during pregnancy or after the
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child’s birth. Generally, pre-pregnant weight is obtained by recall.
More recently, GWG charts have been produced using data on
more than 200,000 women in 33 cohorts from Europe, North
America and Oceania, but for almost all the women, pre-pregnancy weight was self-reported during or after pregnancy.23
To date, the focus on estimation of pre-pregnancy weight has
been on the accuracy of recalled weight.24–26 There is little information on whether an early pregnancy weight, before major pregnancy weight changes have taken place, might be as accurate as, or
better than, a recalled measure. Gillmore and Redman27 reviewed
alternative methods but did not find any that they could recommend. However, they only identified one study of the use of early
pregnancy weight as an estimate of pre-pregnancy weight on which
to base their assessment.28
Recently, Thomas et al.29 used data from Project Viva and other
studies to estimate pre-pregnancy weight. Their method was developed using measures of pre-pregnant weight that had been
recorded in clinical records in the 3 months before conception.
To our knowledge, no studies have compared proxy measures
of preconception weight based on recalled or early pregnancy
weight with a gold standard pre-pregnancy measurement made
according to research standards in the general population, rather
than in those seeking healthcare before conception. Thus, our aim
was to compare actual measured weights taken in the 3 months
before conception with three proxy assessments as follows:
• Recalled weight reported by the women at around 11 weeks’
gestation;
• Weight measured at around 11 weeks’ gestation;
• The Thomas method described above.29
We also aimed to compare the recalled, early pregnancy and
Thomas weights in a larger group of women and assess how the
allocation of the women to pre-pregnancy BMI groups and to
IOM GWG categories differed when the three pre-pregnancy
weight proxy estimates were used.
Methods
Participants and measurements
We conducted a validation study of different methods of assessing pre-pregnancy weight using data from the Southampton
Women’s Survey (SWS) prospective cohort study. A detailed
description of the SWS has been reported previously.30 Briefly,
between 1998 and 2002, 12,583 women aged 20–34 years from
the general population who were not pregnant were recruited
through general practitioners in Southampton, UK, and the surrounding area. They were interviewed in their homes, where their
weights were measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using portable digital
scales (Seca, Germany), which were regularly calibrated. Height
to the nearest 0.1 cm was measured with a portable stadiometer
(Harpenden, CMS Weighing Equipment Ltd, London), with the
woman’s head in the Frankfort plane. Women who subsequently
became pregnant were invited to visit the SWS Ultrasound Unit at
the Princess Anne Hospital in Southampton at around 11, 19 and
34 weeks’ gestation. In total, 3158 women participated in the
pregnancy follow-up phase of the study and delivered a live-born
singleton baby. At the early pregnancy visit (around 11 weeks’
gestation), the women were again weighed on digital scales, calibrated using the same procedure as the scales used in the initial
pre-pregnancy interviews. The women were also asked ‘How
much did you weigh 3–4 months ago, i.e. before you became

Fig. 1. Flow chart showing classification of Southampton Women’s Survey participants into the analysis groups.

pregnant?’ Height was not re-measured during pregnancy.
Gestational age at birth was determined using a detailed algorithm combining last menstrual period date and early ultrasound
data. Estimated date of conception was derived from the date of
delivery minus gestational age at delivery plus 14 days.
Fig. 1 shows how SWS women were selected for particular
comparisons. The main analysis (see left-hand side of Fig. 1)
was based on women whose estimated date of conception was
within 3 months of the initial recruitment interview, as this is traditionally considered to be the pregnancy-planning period.31
Among these women, we used the weight as measured at the
recruitment interview as the ‘gold standard’. We considered three
estimates of this measure, namely the pre-pregnancy weight
recalled by each woman, the weight measured in early pregnancy
and a pre-pregnancy weight estimated according to the formula
of Thomas et al.:29
y ¼ 6:10 þ 0:99x1  0:01x2  0:02x3  0:04x4  0:09x5
where y = pre-pregnancy weight (kg)
• x1 = first trimester measured weight (kg)
• x2 = gestational age (d) at first weight measurement
• x3 = height (cm)
• x4 = maternal age (years)
• x5 = parity
A sensitivity analysis was conducted in which we focused solely
on the subset of women who had conceived within 1 month of the
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initial interview. The aim was to assess whether the findings from
the full 3-month period were influenced by those who had taken
longer to conceive and who might have been more likely to change
their weight between interview and conception.
As many studies recruit participants at the end of the first trimester of pregnancy or later, an additional analysis considered only the
women whose early pregnancy visit had occurred at or after
12 weeks’ gestation in order to assess whether the accuracy of measured early pregnancy weight as a proxy for pre-pregnancy weight
was dependent on gestational age at the early pregnancy visit.
In research, both recalled weights and early pregnancy measures have been used as proxies for pre-pregnancy weights, but
these have rarely been compared. We used the cohort of all
SWS women who became pregnant and had both an early and late
pregnancy weight measure and a recalled weight (see right-hand
side of Fig. 1), to compare the three proxy weight measures with
each other and then to compare the resulting allocations of the
women into pre-pregnancy BMI and GWG categories.
All phases of the SWS were approved by Southampton and
South West Hampshire Local Research Ethics Committee, and
written consent was obtained from all participants.
Statistical methods for the comparison of estimates with the
measured pre-pregnancy weight
The measured weight before pregnancy was regarded as the gold
standard measurement of pre-pregnancy weight. The three proxy
weights, namely the recalled pre-pregnancy weight, the measured
early pregnancy weight and the estimated weight using the Thomas
method, were each compared with the gold standard measurement. The assessment of differences was performed using the
methods described by Bland and Altman,32 with the results being
presented as plots of the differences between the two measurements against their mean, the limits of agreement and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) around those limits. Further analyses
examined the trend in differences in relation to the mean of the
measurements, to assess whether the differences varied by prepregnancy weight. The trend was assessed by regressing the
differences on their average. Analyses were performed using
Stata 14.0 (StataCorp).
Statistical methods for the comparison of pre-pregnancy
weight estimates in the full SWS cohort
For the full cohort of SWS women who became pregnant, we used
the three proxy measures: recalled weight, early pregnancy measured weight and the Thomas estimate. We took account of the
mean over- or under-estimation identified in the work on the
small cohort of women who conceived within 3 months. Thus,
we added or subtracted the mean difference between these weight
estimates and the ‘gold standard’ pre-pregnancy weight. We compared these adjusted weights with each other and used them to
derive the estimated pre-pregnancy BMI category (underweight
(BMI < 18.5 kg/m2), normal (BMI between 18.5 and 25 kg/m2),
overweight (BMI between 25 and 30 kg/m2) or obesity
(BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2)) for each woman.
Using the weight measurement made in the SWS at around
34 weeks’ gestation, we derived estimated weight gain from before
pregnancy to this gestational age, and, using the IOM classification,21,22 classified the women into the three weight gain categories
of ‘inadequate’, ‘adequate’ and ‘excessive’. The resulting categories
of BMI and GWG derived using the three proxy measures of prepregnancy weight were then compared.

3

Results
Among the participants in the SWS pregnancy follow-up study,
2028 had measures of pre-pregnancy measured weight (the ‘gold
standard’), pre-pregnancy weight recalled in early pregnancy
and measured weight at the early pregnancy visit at around
11 weeks’ gestation. Among these women, 198 had an estimated
date of conception within 3 months of their recruitment interview,
and these women form the sample for the first part of this analysis
(see Fig. 1). Details of the included women are given in Table 1
along with those of the other 1830 SWS participants who became
pregnant and had all 3 recorded measurements but had an estimated date of conception more than 3 months after their recruitment interview.
The 198 included participants were on average slightly older
and more likely to be of non-White ethnicity and multiparous
than the other SWS women. There were no important
differences in educational attainment or in the anthropometric
measurements between the two groups. The 198 participants
had a wide range of pre-pregnancy weights (40–119 kg), and
the BMI range was 16.4–43.6 kg/m2, with 6 (3%) women being
affected by underweight (BMI < 18.5 kg/m2), 43 (22%) by overweight (BMI between 25 and 30 kg/m2) and a further 37 (19%)
by obesity, (BMI greater than 30 kg/m2). In terms of BMI categories, the included participants were more likely to be affected
by obesity than those not included but less likely to be affected
by overweight. The early pregnancy interview was targeted to
take place at around 11 weeks’ gestation, and the actual gestational ages at this visit were similar for the 198 included participants and the remainder of the other SWS participants.
Comparison of proxy and gold standard measures
The Bland–Altman plots comparing each of the three proxy estimates of pre-pregnancy weight with the pre-pregnancy measured
weight (the gold standard) are shown in Fig. 2. The mean
differences are shown by the solid horizontal line, and details
are given in Table 2.
The recalled weights tended to underestimate the pre-pregnancy measured weights by a mean (standard deviation (SD)) difference of 1.65 (3.03) kg (Fig. 2a). In contrast, both the early
pregnancy measured weights and the Thomas method weights
overestimated the pre-pregnancy measurements by means (SDs)
of 0.88 (2.34) kg and 0.88 (2.33) kg, respectively (Fig. 2b, 2c).
The limits of agreement were wider apart for the recalled weights
(a width of 11.88 kg) than for the early pregnancy measured
weights (9.18 kg width) and the Thomas weights (9.13 kg width),
as can be seen in Fig. 2 and Table 2. Notably, 10.1% of the recalled
weights differed by more than 5 kg from the gold standard measured pre-pregnancy weights, and 2.5% differed by more than
10 kg. The corresponding percentages for the differences between
the gold standard weights and both the early pregnancy weights
and the Thomas weights and were 4.5% and 0%.
The dotted lines in Fig. 2 show the trend lines for the differences
between the measures regressed on their average, and Table 2 gives
the regression coefficients. In Fig. 2a, which presents the comparison of the recalled weight with the gold standard measured prepregnancy weight, the trend is negative, with the regression coefficient being −0.054 kg (95% CI: −0.083 to −0.025) for each kilogram increase in the average measurement. Thus, women who
were heavier tended to underestimate their pre-pregnancy weight
more than those who were lighter. The mean difference between
the recalled and measured weight in the 118 women with a pre-
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Table 1. Characteristics of 198 Southampton Women’s Survey participants who conceived within 3 months of the pre-pregnancy interview compared with 1830
participants who conceived later
Median (Interquartile Range) or n (%)
Characteristics of participants
Age at pre-pregnancy interview (year)

Conceived <3 months

Conceived ≥3 months

28.9 (26.1–31.8)

28.0 (25.1–30.7)

Educational attainment
4 (1.6)

47 (2.6)

CSE/GCSE D–G

None

33 (13.3)

158 (8.7)

O levels/GCSE A*–C

68 (27.4)

519 (28.4)

A levels

78 (31.5)

548 (30.0)

HND/post 18 qualification

16 (6.5)

131 (7.2)

Degree or higher

49 (19.8)

422 (23.1)

Nulliparous

108 (43.5)

949 (51.9)

Parous

140 (56.5)

879 (48.1)

233 (94.0)

1772 (96.8)

15 (6.0)

58 (3.2)

No

42 (16.9)

1061 (58.0)

Yes

206 (83.1)

769 (42.0)

5.5 (1.0–9.3)

87.4 (45.6–150.6)

Parity

Ethnic group
White
Non-White
Anticipated trying for a baby within 1 year

Estimated time to conception (weeks)
Estimated gestational age at early pregnancy visit (weeks)

11.7 (11.4–12.3)

11.8 (11.4–12.3)

Height at pre-pregnancy interview (m)

1.63 (1.59–1.68)

1.63 (1.59–1.67)

BMI at pre-pregnancy interview (kg/m2)

24.0 (21.7–28.7)

24.1 (21.9–27.1)

6 (3.0)

26 (1.4)

18.5–25 (Normal)

112 (56.6)

1051 (57.5)

25–30 (Overweight)

43 (21.7)

522 (28.5)

>30 (Obesity)

37 (18.7)

230 (12.6)

64.5 (57.7–75.3)

64.5 (58.2–72.6)

2

BMI group (kg/m )
<18.5 (Underweight)

Weight at pre-pregnancy interview (kg)
Measured weight at early pregnancy visit (kg)

66.0 (58.0–75.8)

66.5 (59.5–75.5)

Pre-pregnancy weight as reported at early pregnancy visit (kg)

63.0 (56.5–73.0)

64.0 (57.0–72.0)

pregnancy BMI < 25 kg/m2 was −1.18 (95% CI: −1.59 to −0.78) kg
compared with the 80 women with a BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2 for whom
the difference was −2.35 (95% CI: −3.21 to −1.49) kg (P-value
for difference 0.008). In Fig. 2b, which shows the comparison
between the early pregnancy measured weights and the gold standard pre-pregnancy measured weights, the trend is less apparent
with a regression coefficient of −0.020 kg (95% CI: −0.042 to
0.003) per kg increase in the average measurement. This suggests
that women who were lighter tended to put on marginally more
weight in the first trimester of pregnancy than women who were
heavier. Indeed, the mean increase in weight from before to early
pregnancy in women with a pre-pregnancy BMI < 25 kg/m2 was
1.11 (95% CI: 0.72 –1.49) kg compared with an increase of 0.55
(95% CI: −0.03 to 1.13) kg in women with a BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2
(P-value for difference 0.10). Finally, Fig. 2c presents the comparison of the Thomas estimates and the pre-pregnancy measured

weights. The mean difference (0.88 kg) and the limits of agreement
(−3.68 to 5.45 kg) are remarkably similar to those for the comparison of the early pregnancy weights with the measured pre-pregnancy weights (mean 0.88 kg, limits of agreement: −3.71 to
5.47 kg). However, the regression line has a slightly steeper negative slope, indicating a greater tendency for the Thomas method to
overestimate the weights of women who were lighter and underestimate them for those who were heavier. The mean increase in
weight from before to early pregnancy in women with a pre-pregnancy BMI < 25 kg/m2 was 1.20 (95% CI: 0.83–1.59) kg compared
with an increase of only 0.40 (95% CI: −0.183 to 0.98) kg in women
with a BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2 (P-value for difference 0.02).
Focusing on the 74 women whose early pregnancy visit took
place at 12 weeks’ gestation or later (median 12.7 weeks, interquartile range 12.1–13.1 weeks) revealed similar results to those
in the entire sample. The recalled weight underestimated the actual
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Fig. 2. Bland–Altman plots comparing each proxy measure with the actual pre-pregnancy weight. (a) Recalled pre-pregnancy weight, (b) early pregnancy measured weight and
(c) Thomas method weight. Solid line = mean difference, dotted lines = limits of agreement, shaded area = 95% CIs around the limits of agreement and dashed line = fitted
regression line.

measured weight by a mean of 1.40 kg, slightly less than the underestimation in the full study sample (1.65 kg). The early pregnancy
measured weight and the Thomas method overestimated the actual
measured weight by mean of 1.10 and 1.05 kg, slightly more than
the average using both methods for all women in the full sample (0.88 kg).
In our full analysis sample, 61 women had conceived within 1
month of the initial interview. Repetition of the analyses on this subsample gave similar findings to those for the full sample of 198
women; compared with the full sample, the width of the limits of
agreement increased slightly for the recalled weights from 11.88
to 12.42 kg but reduced slightly for both the proxy early pregnancy
measured weights (from 9.18 to 8.07 kg) and the Thomas method
(from 9.13 to 7.85 kg).
Comparison of weight estimates in the full SWS cohort
Some 1877 women had all the necessary measures to be able to compare the proxy measures (Fig. 1), though, for 6 women, missing data
on some of the variables required for the Thomas method meant that
it could not be calculated. Given that the early pregnancy weights and
Thomas weights tend to overestimate the pre-pregnancy weights
while the recalled weights tend to be an underestimate, we adjusted
each measure by its mean difference from the true pre-pregnancy
measured weights obtaining the Bland–Altman analyses above.
Thus, we subtracted 0.88 kg from the early pregnancy measured
weights and the Thomas weights and added 1.65 kg to the recalled
weights. The Bland–Altman plot comparing each pair of adjusted
proxy pre-pregnancy weight measures is shown in Fig. 3 and reveals
considerable differences between the recalled weights and the two
other proxy estimates. The limits of agreement were wide, being
13.3 and 13.2 kg apart, respectively, for the comparisons between
the recalled weights and each of the early pregnancy measured and
Thomas weights. In contrast, the limits of agreement for the comparison of early pregnancy measured weights and Thomas weights were
much narrower, being only 1.18 kg. The adjusted weights differed by
more than 10 kg for 17 (0.9%) women between the early pregnancy
measured and recalled weights, for 15 (0.8%) women between the
Thomas and recalled weights, and for no women between the early
pregnancy measured weights and the Thomas weights.
Comparison of pre-pregnancy BMI group allocation and GWG
using the two estimated pre-pregnancy weight measures
Using the adjusted proxy measures described above, for each
woman, we derived her estimated pre-pregnancy BMI group
and GWG category using IOM guidelines.21,22 The comparisons

between the three methods for pre-pregnancy BMI are given in
Table 3. In the comparisons between the recalled weight and the
two other proxy measures shown in Table 3a and b, 87% of women
were categorised to the same BMI group, with the remaining 13%
being allocated to different but neighbouring categories; two
women were allocated to groups that were two categories apart
(normal weight and obesity). Table 3c shows the comparison of
the early pregnancy weight and the Thomas method, and 99%
of women were allocated to the same category by both methods.
The level of agreement between the methods for GWG is shown
in Table 4 and was less good than for BMI category. Seventy-two
per cent of women were allocated to the same group using the early
pregnancy weight and recalled weight (Table 4a), and 73% for the
Thomas weight and recalled weight (Table 4b). For the two comparisons, 24 (1.3%) and 27 (1.4%) women, respectively, were in the
inadequate weight gain category according to one estimate and the
excessive weight gain category according to the other.
Concordance between GWG categories using the early pregnancy
weight and Thomas weight was higher at 95%, and no women were
categorised as having weight gain that was inadequate using one
method and excessive by the other.
Discussion
Main findings
Weight measurements made in early pregnancy and estimates using
the Thomas method were on average 0.88 kg higher than actual prepregnancy measured weights. Both these methods were closer on
average to the measured pre-pregnancy weights than recalled weights,
which underestimated the pre-pregnancy weight by a mean of 1.65 kg.
The early pregnancy weights and the Thomas weights had narrower
limits of agreement than the recalled weights when compared with the
pre-pregnancy measured weight. While women can provide a recalled
pre-pregnancy weight estimate, not all can do so precisely. Notably,
women who were heavier tended to underestimate their pre-pregnancy weight more than those who were lighter. The Thomas method
also showed a tendency to underestimate weights of women who were
heavier, but not to such an extent. There was less evidence that the
early pregnancy weights underestimated the pre-pregnancy weights
as women became heavier.
Some women recall their weights with considerable error and in
2.5% of women the error exceeded 10 kg. Even when the analysis
was confined to those women whose early pregnancy visit occurred
later in gestation, the measurements at those early pregnancy visits
or the Thomas weights were still more accurate estimates of prepregnancy weight than the recalled weights. The sensitivity
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Table 2. Comparison of differences between ‘proxy’ weights and the pre-pregnancy measured weight (n = 198)
‘Proxy’ weight
Recalled pre-pregnancy
weight

Early pregnancy measured
weight

Thomas estimate

Range of differences (kg)

−17.6 to 7.10

−5.80 to 7.40

−5.84 to 7.89

Mean (SD) difference (kg)

−1.65 (3.03)

0.88 (2.34)

0.88 (2.33)

−7.59 to 4.29

−3.71 to 5.47

−3.68 to 5.45

95% CI of lower limit of agreement (kg)

−8.32 to −6.87

−4.27 to −3.15

−4.24 to −3.13

95% CI of upper limit of agreement (kg)

3.56 to 5.02

4.91 to 6.03

4.89 to 6.01

Percentage (95% CI) of differences exceeding 5 kg

10.1% (6.3% to 15.2%)

4.5% (2.1% to 8.5%)

4.5% (2.1% to 8.5%)

Percentage (95% CI) of differences exceeding 10 kg

2.5% (0.8% to 5.8%)

0 (0% to 1.8%)

0 (0% to 1.8%)

−0.054 (−0.083 to −0.025)

−0.020 (−0.042 to 0.003)

−0.034 (−0.057 to
−0.012)

0.977

0.982

0.982

Limits of agreement (kg)

Trend regression coefficient (95% CI) (kg/kg)
Spearman’s correlation coefficient with measured pre-pregnancy
weight

Fig. 3. Bland–Altman plots comparing the pairs of adjusted proxy measures with each other. (a) Adjusted recalled pre-pregnancy weight and adjusted early pregnancy weight
measurement. (b) Adjusted recalled pre-pregnancy weight and adjusted Thomas method weight. (c) Adjusted early pregnancy weight and adjusted Thomas method weight. Solid
line = mean difference, dotted lines = limits of agreement, shaded area = 95% CIs around the limits of agreement and dashed line = fitted regression line. Adjustments: recalled
pre-pregnancy weight þ 1.65 kg, early pregnancy weight – 0.88 kg, and Thomas weight – 0.88 kg.

analysis restricted to those who became pregnant within 1 month
of initial interview showed similar results to the findings from the
full sample. Thus, a measurement of weight during the first trimester or use of the Thomas method provides a more accurate and
precise estimate of the pre-pregnancy weight than a recalled measure, though, due to the weight gain in early pregnancy, a measurement made during this time overestimates the pre-pregnancy
weight by 0.88 kg on average. Despite the adjustments made for
other factors in the Thomas method, the resulting estimates differed little from the early pregnancy weights.
Our comparison of the proxy weight measures in the full SWS
cohort and their use in the calculation of pre-pregnancy BMI and
GWG showed considerable differences between the use of recalled
weights and the other two proxy weights. Some women were classified into different BMI or GWG groups depending on which
weight estimate was used. The discrepancies were greater for
GWG than for pre-pregnancy BMI. It is worth noting that
GWG uses the pre-pregnancy weight estimate twice in its calculation, as the categorisation is based both on pre-pregnancy BMI and
on the change in weight from before to late pregnancy.
Comparison with other studies
A comprehensive systematic review of the accuracy of selfreported pre-pregnancy weight found that the mean

underreporting in the reviewed studies ranged between 0.29
and 2.94 kg but the variability around the means, and thus the
precision of the estimates, was rarely quantified.24 The time
between the gold standard recorded measurement and the date
of conception was not often recorded, though some studies
restricted the measurements to specific time periods prior to
conception.25,26 Some studies simply compared current reported
weight, rather than a pre-pregnancy recalled weight, with an early
pregnancy measured weight to check the accuracy of reported
weights.26,33,34 The gold standard measurements in the reviewed
studies that had pre-pregnancy weights were made at clinical visits prior to pregnancy, so the women in these studies were seeking
healthcare at the time and may not be the representative of the
general population. It is also theoretically possible that women
who have been measured formally for the gold standard assessment may later recall their pre-pregnancy weight more accurately
than women who have had no such measurement made, a problem that affects our study too.
Strengths and limitations
To our knowledge, no other study has measurements of pre-pregnancy weight assessed in a research setting on regularly calibrated
scales and then measured in pregnancy using scales calibrated in
the same way. The initial pre-pregnancy measurements were made
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Table 3. Numbers of women falling within different BMI categories when different adjusted estimates of pre-pregnancy weight were used
BMI (kg/m2) based on adjusted early pregnancy weight
BMI (kg/m2) based on adjusted recalled weight

<18.5 (Underweight)

18.5–25 (Normal)

25–30 (Overweight)

>30 (Obesity)

Total

(a) Recalled weight and early pregnancy weight for 1877 women
<18.5 (Underweight)

13

3

0

0

16

18.5–25 (Normal)

11

931

98

1

1041

0

68

441

37

546

25–30 (Overweight)
>30 (Obesity)
Total

0

1

32

241

274

24

1003

571

279

1877

25–30 (Overweight)

>30 (Obesity)

Total

BMI (kg/m2) based on adjusted Thomas weight
BMI (kg/m2) based on adjusted recalled weight

<18.5 (Underweight)

(b) Recalled weight and Thomas weight for 1870 SWS women

18.5–25 (Normal)

a

<18.5 (Underweight)

12

4

0

0

16

18.5–25 (Normal)

9

941

87

1

1038

25–30 (Overweight)

0

73

439

33

545

>30 (Obesity)

0

1

35

235

271

Total

21

1019

561

269

1870

BMI (kg/m2) based on adjusted Thomas weight
2

BMI (kg/m ) based on adjusted early pregnancy weight

<18.5 (Underweight)

(c) Early pregnancy weights and Thomas weight for 1870 SWS women

a

18.5–25 (Normal)

25–30 (Overweight)

>30 (Obesity)

Total

a

<18.5 (Underweight)

21

3

0

0

24

18.5–25 (Normal)

0

1000

0

0

1000

25–30 (Overweight)

0

16

554

0

570

>30 (Obesity)

0

0

7

269

276

Total

21

1019

561

269

1870

Thomas weights could not be calculated for seven women: six of them had no information on gestational age at the early pregnancy measure and one had no information on parity.

in women aged 20–34 years drawn from the general population,
rather than women seeking medical care.
The age range in this study did not extend below 20 or above
35 years nor were the women diverse in terms of ethnicity, as 94%
of them were White. The data were collected around two decades
ago. Since then, rates of overweight and obesity have been rising,
though not as rapidly as before 2000.35 More than 40% of the study
women were affected by overweight or obesity compared with current
estimates closer to 50% for women in the same age group,36 so our
study population may not represent women currently entering
pregnancy.
Over the past two decades, it is possible that women have become
more aware of their weight and recall it more accurately. Two general
population studies conducted later than ours have shown smaller
differences between recalled and measured weight than we did but
wider limits of agreement than we have shown here. However, these
studies were not in women who were pregnant and one of these
focused only on individuals with overweight.37,38 The most recent
study we have found comparing recalled weight in pregnancy with
pre-pregnancy weight39 also had a smaller difference between the
two measures than we did, at approximately 1 kg. Notably, though,
the SD of the differences was large at 5.2 kg, compared with 3.0 kg
in our study, and their range of differences from −47.0 to 45.4 kg
was also wider than the range seen in our study (−17.6 to 7.1 kg).
This study, conducted more than a decade after ours, albeit in the
United States, indicates that women, while on average becoming more

accurate, may have become less precise in recalling their pre-pregnancy weight than we found in our study. We have been unable to
find other recent studies comparing recalled and actual weights over
short periods of time. Generally, while the average differences between
recalled and measured pre-pregnancy weights are not large and may
have reduced over time, the precision is poor and, for individual
women, the error can be great.
The number of women contributing to the development of the recommendations in this study is modest, but as date of conception cannot be predicted, increasing this number would be difficult. Indeed,
few studies have attempted to estimate pre-pregnancy weight and
compare the various estimates with actual measurements. We compared the estimates of pre-pregnancy weight from the formula derived
by Thomas et al.29 with our early pregnancy weights and found that
they were remarkably similar. However, our early pregnancy measures were all around 11 weeks’ gestation (range 8.5–14.5 weeks).
The Thomas formula may well provide more useful measures if
the first weight assessment in pregnancy occurs at a later gestation,
as it applies up to 20 weeks’ gestation. Thus, in different populations,
given that the method of Thomas et al. allows adjustment for a variety
of relevant factors, their method may well provide a more useful
approach. However, it is noteworthy that our early pregnancy estimates and those derived from the Thomas method were almost identical, and the Thomas method also had an element of overestimation
of a mean of 0.88 kg in our study. This may reflect differences in procedures between routine clinical and research weight measures.
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Table 4. Numbers of women falling within different gestational weight gain (GWG) categories when different adjusted estimates of pre-pregnancy weight were used
GWG based on adjusted early pregnancy weight
GWG based on adjusted recalled weight

Inadequate

Adequate

Excessive

Total

227

180

18

425

56

415

136

607

6

125

708

839

289

720

862

1871

(a) Recalled weight and early pregnancy recorded weights for 1871 SWS women
Inadequate
Adequate
Excessive
Total

a

GWG based on adjusted Thomas weight
GWG based on adjusted recalled weight

Inadequate

(b) Recalled weight and Thomas weight for 1870 SWS women
Inadequate
Adequate
Excessive
Total

Adequate

Excessive

Total

232

172

20

424

50

417

140

607

7

117

715

839

289

706

875

1870

b

GWG based on Thomas weight
GWG based on adjusted early pregnancy weight

Inadequate

(c) Early pregnancy recorded weight and Thomas weight for 1870 SWS women
Inadequate
Adequate
Excessive
Total

Adequate

Excessive

Total

b

270

18

0

288

19

670

31

720

0

18

844

862

289

706

875

1870

a

Data on gestational age at the time of the late pregnancy weight measurement were missing for six women.
Thomas weights could not be calculated for seven women: one of them had no information on parity and six of them had no information on gestational age at the early pregnancy measure;
they also had no gestational age information in late pregnancy.
b

Conclusions and recommendations
Recalled measures may be the only estimates of pre-pregnancy
weight available and, if so, then they would benefit for an adjustment to account for the underestimation. However, we suggest that
early pregnancy weights or use of the Thomas method provide better estimates where the data are available, particularly if an adjustment for overestimation is made. The Thomas method requires
more data than the early pregnancy weights, though the information required is likely to be available for its use, but not always. That
method may also be useful if the earliest weights available occur
later in gestation than in our study.
Only if an actual measure of weight has been recorded in the
immediate preconception period and a measured weight near
the end of the first trimester is available, it does seem possible
to estimate first trimester weight gain. As considerable error exists
in recalled weights, estimates of first trimester weight gain using
such measures should be interpreted cautiously.
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